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Dysregulation of miRNAs is connected with a multitude of diseases for which antagomirs and miRNA
replacement are discussed as therapeutic options. Here, we suggest an alternative concept based on the
redirection of RISCs to non-native target sites. Metabolically stable DNA-LNA mixmers are used to mediate the
binding of RISCs to mRNAs without any direct base complementarity to the presented guide RNA strand.
Physical redirection of a dye-labeled miRNA model and of specific miRNA-programmed RISC fractions present in
HeLa extracts is demonstrated by pull-down experiments with biotinylated capture oligonucleotides.

Keywords: argonaute proteins, locked nucleic acids, RNA induced silencing complex, pull-down, Western blot,
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Introduction

MicroRNAs[1–10] (miRNAs) and small interfering
RNAs[11–14] (siRNAs) are short non-coding RNAs with a
strand length of ca. 22 nucleotides. Embedded into
Argonaute proteins they form RNA-induced silencing
complexes (RISC), important negative regulators of
translation. The phenomenon of RNA interference is
based on RISCs binding to a fully complementary
mRNA. The Argonaute 2 subtype will then cleave the
target strand in a catalytic fashion by its RNase H
endonuclease activity.[15,16] RISCs of miRNAs only
partially base-pair with their targets and usually do not
directly cleave mRNAs. For some exceptions, see ref.
[17]. Binding to the 3’ untranslated region (3’-UTR) of
mRNAs results in translational arrest and also induces
degradation of the RNA target (Scheme 1,a).[1–10] This
mechanism seems to affect a large fraction of all
human genes.[18–21]

Dysregulation of miRNA pathways is associated
with disease, in particular with cancer.[22–24] For
example, increased levels of the miRNA cluster 17–92
are found in many types of malignancies.[25] Processing
of the primary transcript leads to six mature miRNAs:
miR-17, miR-18a, miR-19a, miR-19b–1, miR-20a and
miR-92. A common mechanism of these ‘oncomirs’ is
downregulation of tumor suppressors, for example
RB1 or TGFBR2.[23] Such pathogenic effects can be
corrected by antagomirs,[26] or by short LNAs (locked
nucleic acids) and other oligonucleotides complemen-
tary to the seed region of the miRNA
(Scheme 1,b).[27–34] A lack of specific miRNAs can also
contribute to disease. For such cases, delivery of
miRNA mimics has been explored as a therapeutic
substitution approach.[24,32–38] However, synthetic miR-
NA mimics like siRNAs are susceptible to enzymatic
degradation. Enhancing the stability by structural
modifications[39–48] is not trivial because many mod-
ifications impair mRNA silencing ability. Therefore,
improving the formulation with delivery agents has
been the preferred way to increase the efficacy of
miRNA mimics. First clinical trials – in part successful –
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have also seen severe immune-related off-target
effects.[33,38] Most recently, conjugates of a cationic
peptide and a PNA (peptide nucleic acid) complemen-
tary to the oncogenic miR-21 could be used to co-
deliver a miR-34a mimic into HeLa cells thus combin-
ing the two concepts of miRNA antagonists and
miRNA substitution.[49]

RISCs are known to associate with glycine-trypto-
phan-rich GW proteins such as TNRC6 which further
recruit the machinery responsible for translational
arrest, deadenylation and mRNA decay.[50] It is impor-
tant to note that these mechanisms do not require a
precise localization of RISC binding – in contrast to
mRNA cleavage by siRNAs. All effects of miRNAs on 3’-
UTRs are assumed to be mediated by protein–protein
interactions through space. This property offers the
chance not only to block the adverse effects of
overexpressed miRNAs by complementary oligonu-
cleotides (antimiRs),[26–34] but to redirect specific RISCs
with an adaptor molecule to a second pathogenic
mRNA to inhibit its expression. The adaptor associates
at one end with a RISC-bound miRNA and at the other
end with the specific target mRNA by Watson-Crick

base pairing (Scheme 1,c). Therefore, this approach is
free from the structural restrictions (limited modifi-
ability) pertaining to siRNAs and miRNA mimics. Here
we show by pull-down experiments that bifunctional
LNAs can act as non-degradable adaptor molecules
that have the ability to redirect RISC complexes to a
new specific RNA target.

Hybridization of the adaptor oligonucleotide with
RISCs by the complementary ‘red’ part will first of all
interfere with RISC binding to the normal target. Like
the anti-miRNA oligo shown in Scheme 1,b, it may
cause reactivation of repressed mRNAs. The pending
‘blue’ part of the adaptor may then hybridize with a
complementary second mRNA and thus redirect the
RISC to a new target (Scheme 1,c).

Results and Discussion

To illustrate the concept, we performed some band
shift studies and initial pull-down experiments with
oligonucleotides 1–3 (Figure 1,a). Compound 1 is a
dye-labeled, protein-free model of miR-20a. It is not
complementary to the biotinylated capture oligo 3,
but it can be indirectly tethered to oligo 3 by base-
pairing with adaptor oligonucleotide 2 (Figure 1,b). The
latter consists of two 14-meric LNA/DNA mixmer
moieties connected by a hexaethyleneglycol (HEG)
linker. The long and hydrophilic linker was chosen to
reduce steric hindrance and to avoid hydrophobic

Scheme 1. General concept of RISC redirection by adaptor
oligonucleotides. a) A RISC binds to the 3’-UTR of mRNA 1:
translation is repressed. The miRNA and the miRNA binding site
are shown in red. b) An anti-miRNA oligo hybridizes with the
RISC and prevents binding to the 3’-UTR: translation of mRNA 1
is increased. c) The ‘red’ part of a bifunctional LNA adaptor
displaces the RISC from mRNA 1 while the ‘blue’ part redirects it
to the 3’-UTR of a specific mRNA 2: translation of mRNA 2
should be repressed (ribosomes are represented by blue ovals).

Figure 1. Oligonucleotides used for pull-down experiments
(black: RNA; blue: DNA; red: LNA; magenta: 2’-OMe RNA; linker:
hexaethyleneglycol). a) miR-20a model 1 binds to adaptor oligo
2, but not to capture oligo 3. b) Adaptor oligo 2 should mediate
binding of the miR model to the biotinylated capture oligo 3 or
to analogous RNA sequences in a ternary complex.
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contraction. When adaptor 2 was mixed with either
oligo 1 or 3, hybridization was indicated by a clear
shift of electrophoretic bands (Figure 2, lanes 4 and 5).
In the presence of all three oligos in equimolar
amounts, a slower migrating band representing the
ternary complex became the major species. Doubling
the concentration of adaptor 2 weakened this band:
Excessive amounts of 2 will stay uncomplexed or form
1 :1 hybrids, either with oligo 1 or 3.

For pull-down experiments, the biotinylated cap-
ture oligo 3 (100 nM) was bound to streptavidin-coated
magnetic beads, miRNA model 1 (100 nM) was added,
followed by addition of adaptor 2 in concentrations
from 0 to 600 nM. After pull-down, the beads were
thoroughly washed, and duplexes were dissociated by
addition of NaOH. The amount of captured RNA 1 was
finally quantified by fluorescence (Figure 3). In the
absence of adaptor 2, no binding of RNA 1 to the
noncomplementary capture oligo 3 was expected.
Accordingly, a low level of fluorescence was observed.
Upon stepwise addition of 2, fluorescence increased,
went through a maximum and then decreased again.
The capture of RNA 1 was most effective at a ratio of
oligos close to 1 :1 : 1, where a 270-fold increase in
fluorescence was observed compared to the low initial
value in the absence of adaptor 2. At higher concen-
trations of 2, the probability of forming ternary
complexes is increasingly disfavored as already seen in
the band shift assay (Figure 2).

A second adaptor 4 was synthesized to redirect
miR-20a to an accessible binding site within the 3’-UTR
of the PIM1 mRNA (Figure 4,a).[51,52] This oligonucleo-
tide was tested by band shift and pull-down experi-
ments with miRNA model 1 and a new capture oligo
5, mimicking the PIM1 mRNA. The results, however,
differed from those shown above in Figures 2 and 3.
Apart from the weak stainability of capture oligo 5
(Figure 4,c, lane 3), a substantial fraction of the three
oligos still assembled into the ternary complex at a
twofold excess of adaptor 4, which differs from the
behavior of oligos 1–3. We explain this effect by
partial self-complementarity of adaptor 4 (Figure 4,b),
which is in line with adaptor 4 migrating faster in the
native gel than RNA 1, although the latter is shorter
than adaptor 4 (Figure 4,c, lanes 1 and 2). Binding to
either RNA 1 or oligo 5 seems to open up the hairpin
structure, thereby facilitating binding of the second
oligonucleotide. When the pull-down experiment
shown in Figure 3 was repeated with adaptor 4, the
highest amounts of recovered RNA 1 were found at a
1 :1.5 : 1 ratio of oligonucleotides (Figure 5). Consistent
with facilitated binding of miRNA model 1 to the

Figure 2. Band shift experiments with oligonucleotides 1–3.
Lane 1: miRNA model 1; lane 2: adaptor oligo 2; lane 3: capture
oligo 3; lane 4: RNA 1+adaptor 2 (1 :1); lane 5: adaptor 2+

oligo 3 (1 :1); lane 6: RNA 1+adaptor 2+oligo 3 (1 :1 :1); lane 7:
RNA 1+adaptor 2+oligo 3 (1 : 2 : 1). The gels were stained with
SYBR Gold.

Figure 3. Pull-down of dye-labeled miRNA model 1 (100 nM) by
capture oligo 3 (100 nM) in the absence and presence of
adaptor oligo 2. At a 1 :1.25 :1 ratio of all three oligonucleotides,
a 270-fold gain in fluorescence was observed. At higher
concentrations of 2, formation of binary complexes was favored
and the capture of 1 became less effective. The data points
represent the mean values of three independent experiments
(�SD).
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binary complex of oligo 5 and adaptor 4, the pull-
down yield of dye-labeled RNA 1 upon increasing
concentrations of adaptor 4 dropped less steeply than
in Figure 3. We also conducted some melting experi-
ments to test if the self-complementarity of adaptor 4
might weaken the interaction with the target strands.
However, the duplex stabilities when miRNA model 1
is bound to adaptor 2 or 4, or to oligo 6 which
represents only the 3’ half of adaptors 2 and 4, were
quite similar (Figure 6). Correspondingly, identical
melting points were observed for duplexes of capture
oligo 5 and adaptor 4 or oligo 7, representing the 5’

half of adaptor 4. Increased thermal stability due to its
higher G� C content was detected for the duplex 2 :3.
A clear hint for self-complementarity was seen in the
melting profile of adaptor 4 itself showing sigmoidal
behavior with points of inflection around 32 and 62 °C.
(Supporting Information).

Having established the function of adaptors 2 and
4, we turned next to cell extracts. The isolation and
purification of active RISCs from cells was previously
achieved by incorporating 3’ biotinylated guide
strands into Argonaute proteins, pull-down with
streptavidin beads and photochemical removal of the
biotin part.[39] Specific RISCs can also be captured by
hybridization of guide RNA-programmed RISCs with
biotinylated oligonucleotides.[53,54] High duplex stabil-
ities are observed with fully complementary partner
strands. Thus, recovery of RISCs under native con-
ditions may become difficult[28] unless special proto-
cols are followed.[53] Nonetheless, for implementation
of the redirection strategy outlined in Scheme 1, these
findings are encouraging.

For isolation of RISCs, we used lysates of HeLa cells
known to express both micro RNAs 20a and let-7a. In
the first part of the experiments the cytosolic fraction
of cell lysates was incubated with an excess of capture
LNA 8 bound to magnetic beads. After pull-down, the
protein part was removed from the beads and

Figure 4. a) Ternary complex of oligonucleotides 1,4, and 5. b)
Possible self-structure of adaptor oligo 4. c) Band shift experi-
ments. Lane 1: miRNA model 1; lane 2: adaptor 4; lane 3:
capture oligo 5; lane 4: RNA 1+adaptor 4 (1 : 1); lane 5: adaptor
4+capture oligo 5 (1 : 1); lane 6: RNA 1+adaptor 4+oligo 5
(1 : 1 : 1); lane 7: RNA 1+adaptor 4+oligo 5 (1 :2 :1). The gels
were stained with SYBR Gold.

Figure 5. Pull-down of dye-labeled miRNA model 1 (100 nM) by
capture oligo 5 (100 nM) in the absence and presence of
adaptor oligo 4. At a 1 :1.5 : 1 ratio of all three oligonucleotides,
a 250-fold gain in fluorescence was observed. At increasing
concentrations of 4, the loss of fluorescence (corresponding to
the concentration of the ternary complex) was less pronounced
than in Figure 3. The data points represent the mean values of
three independent experiments (�SD).
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separated by gel electrophoresis. Western blotting
with antibodies against hAgo2 showed a strong band
around 100 kDa corresponding well to the known size
of this protein (Figure 7, lane 1). Lane 2 shows a
repetition of the pull-down step using the same
sample of cell lysate. A much weaker band was visible
indicating depletion of miR-20a-loaded RISCs. The cell
lysate was extracted again but this time with an excess
of capture LNA 9, complementary to let-7a. Lane 3
shows a strong hAgo2 signal. A second pull-down
with LNA 9 again isolated much less material (lane 4):
The capture process looks exhaustive for defined
fractions of RISCs, thus providing evidence for specific
base pairing between miRNAs and LNAs.

In the redirection experiment (Figure 8), we re-
placed LNA 8 by capture 2’-OMe-RNA 3 (see Figure 1).
This oligonucleotide represents the target mRNA 2
shown in Scheme 1,c and is stabilized against fast
enzymatic degradation in the cell lysate. The capture
oligo 3, although not complementary to miR-20a,
might accidentally bind some other microRNAs. Thus,
we were pleased to find not more than a very faint

Figure 6. Thermal denaturation of duplexes formed by adaptors 2 and 4 and comparison with oligonucleotides 6 and 7,
representing the two fragments of adaptor 4 (data is shown in the Supporting Information). The oligonucleotides (1 μM) were
incubated in 1 mL of buffer (100 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris·HCl pH 8) for 20 h at 37 °C. The absorption at 260 nm was
measured in a range from 20 °C to 90 °C. The melting points are the mean values (�SD) from three to five independent
denaturation/renaturation cycles.

Figure 7. Isolation of RISCs by pull-down with LNAs 8 and 9,
complementary to the seed regions of miR-20a and let-7a;
visualization by Western blot after electrophoretic separation of
proteins, using an antiserum specific for human Ago2 (hAgo2).
Lane 1: HeLa cell lysate and LNA 8. Lane 2: Repetition of this
step with LNA 8. Lane 3: Repetition of this step with LNA 9.
Lane 4: Second repetition of this step with LNA 9.
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band of hAgo2 in the Western blot (Figure 8, lane 2).
However, in the presence of adaptor 2, pull-down with
capture oligo 3 resulted in a much stronger hAgo2
Western blot signal (Figure 8, cf. lanes 1 and 2). For
direct capturing, LNA 8 was used as a positive control
(Figure 8, lane 3). Our results demonstrate tethering of
miR-20a charged RISCs to a new target RNA through a
bifunctional adaptor molecule.

We have attempted to apply our approach to the
redirection of RISCs within HeLa cells after transfection
of adaptor oligonucleotides. Yet, the results obtained
so far have not been conclusive. Among the many
possible reasons, one could be a low frequency of
ternary complex formation between miRNA-pro-
grammed RISC, adaptor oligo and the new target
mRNA in the crowded and compartmentalized intra-
cellular environment.

Conclusions

In theory, the concept of RISC redirection shown in
Scheme 1,c has several attractive features. It resembles
the miRNA replacement approach but avoids the
disadvantage of restricted modifiability of miRNA
mimics, because the adaptor is not incorporated into
Argonaute protein complexes but solely needs to
hybridize with the miRNA strand presented by the
RISC. Thus, different types of oligonucleotides are
eligible as adaptors. At the same time, adverse effects
of overexpressed miRNAs such as oncomirs may be

antagonized (Scheme 1,b and 1,c). Furthermore, the
effect of RISC redirection should be more pronounced
in cell types overexpressing the target miRNA. It is of
course a question of stoichiometry if an adaptor can
down-regulate one gene and up-regulate others
simultaneously. When fluorescently labeled miRNA
model 1 was redirected using adaptor 2, a ratio close
to 1 :1 : 1 was found optimal (Figure 3). Both, a lack but
also an excess of adaptor effectively reduces the
fraction of ternary complexes. At first glance, when
compared to adaptor 2, oligonucleotide 4 may appear
suboptimal because self-complementarity of the adap-
tor will slightly weaken the formation of complexes
with miRNAs and mRNAs at equimolar concentrations
of all three components. However, Figure 5 also
illustrates a positive effect resulting from binding
cooperativity: Even when the system is over-titrated
with an excess of adaptor 4, high amounts of ternary
complexes are still present. We do not know at the
moment if low levels of adaptor self-complementarity
might be detrimental in cell culture experiments or
even helpful, but it is an interesting aspect that should
be kept in mind. Here, we can only present a first step
towards a practical use of RISC redirection. Figure 7,
however, provides evidence that capture of miRNA-
programmed RISCs from cell lysates with LNAs occurs
in a sequence-specific manner. Figure 8 finally shows
that miRNA redirection works, at least in vitro, not only
with isolated RNA strands but also with complete
RISCs.

Experimental Section

General

LNA oligonucleotides, mixmers and 2’-OMe RNAs were
purchased from Eurogentec. RNA 1: 5’-UAAAGUG-
CUUAUAGUGCAGGTAG was purchased from IBA. All
residues were ribonucleotides except for the single
deoxy T residue carrying an amino linker. The
oligonucleotide was labeled with a Cy 5-NHS ester
(Lumiprobe). All oligonucleotides were stored in DNA
LowBind reaction tubes (Sarstedt). Pull-down experi-
ments were carried out in protein LowBind reaction
tubes (Sarstedt).

Quantification of oligonucleotides: Oligonucleotide
concentrations were determined through UV spec-
trometry on a nanodrop2000 (Thermo Scientific) using
Lambert–Beer’s law. Extinction coefficients were calcu-
lated by a nearest neighbor model according to

Figure 8. Isolation of RISCs by pull-down with capture 2’-OMe-
RNA 3 in the absence or presence of adaptor oligo 2. Visual-
ization by Western blot after electrophoretic separation of
proteins using an antiserum specific for hAgo2. Lane 1: HeLa
cell lysate with capture RNA 3 and adaptor 2. Lane 2: HeLa cell
lysate with capture RNA 3. Lane 3: HeLa cell lysate with capture
LNA 8 used as positive control.
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literature.[55] For simplification, influences of the mod-
ifications were neglected.

Bandshift Assay

The oligonucleotides (1 μM) were mixed in a volume of
10 μL of incubation buffer (100 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2,
50 mM Tris·HCl pH 8). The adaptor molecule (1 or 2 μM)
was added, and the samples were incubated for 16 h
at room temperature (RT). Prior to electrophoresis,
loading buffer (40% sucrose, 0.25 Crocein Orange G)
was added. The gel (16% native PAGE) was subse-
quently stained with SYBR Gold (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific).

Thermal Denaturation of Oligonucleotide Duplexes

The oligonucleotides (1 μM of each strand) were
preincubated in 1 mL of incubation buffer (100 mM

KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris·HCl pH 8) overnight at
37 °C. Melting points were measured with a UV-VIS
spectrometer (Evolution 300, Thermo Scientific) by
using a 1 mL cuvette (Hellma Analytics) with a path
length of 1 cm. The cell holder was controlled thermo-
electrically, while the temperature of the solution was
measured independently. The heating and cooling
rates were of 1 °C/min. The change of UV absorption at
260 nm was measured in a range from 20 °C to 90 °C in
three to five cycles. The resulting curves were fitted
separately by OriginLabs using a sigmoidal fit. The
final melting points were determined by averaging
(for plots see Supporting Information).

Preparation of Cytosolic Extract[56]

HeLa S3 cells were grown in suspension in serum-free
ISF-1 Medium (PAN-Biotech, P04-995968). Culture con-
ditions were 37 °C and 5% CO2 with saturating
humidity. The cells were harvested and the resulting
suspension (550 mL) was centrifuged for 20 min at
4000 × g at 4 °C. The resulting pellet was two times
resuspended with 50 mL PBS-buffer and centrifuged
for 5 min at 1000 × g at 4 °C. Afterwards, the pellet (4.2
g wet weight) was resuspended in 4.2 mL of buffer A
(10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl) and
centrifuged again (5 min, 1000 × g, 4 °C). The pellet
was resuspended in the same buffer (4.2 mL) and
incubated on ice for 30 min. Afterwards, the suspen-
sion was centrifuged for 30 min at 18000 × g at 4 °C.
The supernatant was collected and then stored at
� 80 °C. Prior to freezing 30 μL/mL 3 M KCl und 0.5 μL/
mL 1 M MgCl2 were added. Cytosolic extracts had an

average protein concentration of 5.2 mg/mL deter-
mined with the Bradford assay.

Pull-Down Experiments

Loading: Streptavidin-coated magnetic-beads (600 μL
aliquot; binding capacity 0.75 pmol/μL) were washed
three times with 0.5X SSPE-buffer (5 mM sodium
dihydrogen phosphate; 0.5 mM EDTA and 75 mM

sodium chloride). Afterwards, a solution of biotinylated
oligonucleotides (2 μM) in 0.5X SSPE-buffer (450 μL)
with 10% Roti®-Block (Roth) was added. The suspen-
sion was incubated overnight at RT. After the beads
were collected with a magnetic stand, the supernatant
was removed, and the beads were washed three times
with 0.5X SSPE-buffer.

Fluorescence pull-down: An aliquot of beads loaded
with capture RNA (100 nM) was suspended in 50 μL of
incubation buffer (100 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM

Tris·HCl pH 8.0, 10% Roti®-Block). RNA 1 (100 nM) was
added followed by the adaptor 2 or 4 (0–600 nM). The
mixture was incubated for 1 h at RT, while the beads
were kept in suspension. The beads were then washed
five times with the same buffer. To separate the strands,
0.5X SSPE-buffer was added followed by the addition of
3 μL of 0.1 M NaOH. After 30 min, the suspension was
transferred in a black 96 well microtiter plate (Corning
costar) and the fluorescence was recorded (λex=649 nm,
λem=670 nm, Tecan Safire II).

Western blot, general procedure: An aliquot of
magnetic beads loaded with oligonucleotides was
incubated in cytosolic lysate at RT for 1 to 3 h. After
incubation, the beads were washed five times with
incubation buffer. Then 6 μL of 2x Laemmli-buffer
(100 mM Tris·HCl pH 6.8, 20% glycerol 4% SDS,
200 mM DTT, 0.1% bromophenol blue) were added
and the mixture was heated to 90 °C for 5 to 10 min.
The samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (6% or 8%
stacking, 8% or 10% resolving gel). Gels were run at
100 to 120 V. After electrophoresis, proteins were
transferred to a PVDF membrane at 8 W for 30 min.
The membrane was blocked with 10% Roti®-Block or
0.5% casein (Hammarsten grade) overnight at 4 °C.
Afterwards, the membrane was incubated with the
primary antibody (Sino Biological, 11079-T36) diluted
1 :200 or 1 :400 in Tris-buffered saline with either 10%
Roti®-Block or 0.5% casein (Hammarsten grade). The
membrane was washed three times with Tris-buffered
saline containing 0.1% Tween 20 followed by addition
of the dye-labeled secondary antibody (ThermoFisher
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Scientific, 35563) in a dilution of 1 :4000 or the AP-
linked antibody (Cell Signaling, S7054) in a dilution of
1 : 2000. In the first case, the fluorescence was detected
using a FUSION Xpress™ Multi-Imaging System and in
the second case, a colorimetric stain was performed
with NBT and BICP.

Pull-down, test for selectivity (Figure 7): An aliquot
of beads loaded with capture LNA 8 (1 μM) was
incubated in 100 μL cytosolic lysate for 1 h at RT. The
beads were collected using a magnetic stand, the
supernatant was transferred to another aliquot of
beads loaded with LNA 8 and incubation was
repeated. The beads were collected again, and the
supernatant was transferred to an aliquot of beads
loaded with capture LNA 9. Then, the beads were
incubated for 1 h, and the procedure was repeated
with another aliquot of beads loaded with LNA 9. After
that the beads were treated as described in the
General Procedure above. In this case, the AP-linked
secondary antibody was used.

Redirection of miR-20a (Figure 8): An aliquot of
beads loaded with capture 2’-OMe-RNA 3 (100 nM)
was suspended in 300 μL cytosolic lysate containing
2 mM dithiothreitol (DDT). The adaptor molecule 2
(100 nM) was added, and the mixture was incubated
for 3 h at RT, while the beads were kept in suspension.
Afterwards the beads were treated following the
general procedure for Western blots. The dye-labeled
secondary antibody (see above) was used.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information for this article is available on
the WWW under https://doi.org/10.1002/cbdv.-
202000272. The thermal denaturation curves related
to Figure 6 are shown.
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